Isolated oculomotor nerve palsy resulting from acute traumatic tentorial subdural hematoma

Abstract: Acute subdural hematoma (SDH) resulting from head trauma is a potentially life-threatening condition that requires expedient diagnosis and intervention to ensure optimal patient outcomes. Rapidly expanding or large hematomas, elevated intracranial pressure, and associated complications of brain herniation are associated with high mortality rates and poor recovery of neurological function. However, smaller bleeds (clot thickness < 10 mm) or hematomas occurring in infrequent locations, such as the tentorium cerebelli, may be difficult to recognize and patients may present with unusual or subtle signs and symptoms, including isolated cranial nerve pales. Knowledge of neuroanatomy supported by modern neuroimaging can greatly aid in recognition and diagnosis of such lesions. In this report, we present a case of isolated oculomotor nerve palsy resulting from compressive tentorial SDH following blunt head trauma, review the literature concerning similar cases, and make recommendations regarding the diagnosis of SDH in patients presenting with isolated cranial nerve pales.
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Introduction
Acute subdural hematoma (SDH) is a potentially life-threatening consequence of head trauma which must be recognized early so that appropriate interventions can be initiated. In patients whose SDH requires surgery, mortality estimates range from 40% to 65%, and these rates are higher still in certain high-risk populations. Mortality rates as low as 16%–17%, however, have been reported for SDH treated at a Level I trauma center or in which the interval between coma onset and surgical decompression was less than 2 hours. In addition to decreasing mortality risk, early diagnosis and effective treatment can determine the degree of central nervous system function recovery achieved by patients with neurological deficits related to their SDH.

Most commonly, the source of bleeding in acute traumatic SDH is the tearing of the bridging veins of the dura, which drain into the dural sinuses. Depending on size and location, this pooling of blood and ensuing clot in the subdural space can produce both localized and widespread effects on the brain. An expanding SDH can cause increased intracranial pressure (ICP), with accompanying general symptoms of headache, vomiting, ataxia, and deterioration of consciousness, the last of which may occur as a sign of worsened ICP and cerebral herniation. SDH occurrence in specific locations may present with additional findings. In tentorial SDH, the hematoma originates on the surface of the tentorium cerebelli, an extension of dura mater separating
the cerebellum and occipital lobes, and may compress the cerebral hemisphere or the cerebellum.8 Due to the long and winding course of cranial nerves along the tentorial edge, tentorial SDH may also present with abnormalities of the third, fourth, or sixth cranial nerves.9 The characteristic pattern of neurological deficits specific to disruption of each cranial nerve is termed a “palsy” and can serve as a diagnostic indicator of the precipitating injury or lesion. Palsies may be classified as “partial” or “complete”, depending on whether certain or all findings are present.10–13

In oculomotor nerve palsy (ONP), it is the third cranial nerve (CNIII) that is affected. In addition to trauma, other leading causes of ONP include vascular disease, posterior circulation aneurysms, inflammatory injury, and neoplasms.8 Patients with ONP may first notice diplopia and ptosis, and upon examination may be found to have anisocoria, pupillary dilation, loss of pupillary reflex, light sensitivity, and weakness of the extraocular muscles resulting in intorsion of the affected eye.14 In cases that can be attributed to trauma, isolated ONP is relatively uncommon, as patients usually present with additional neurological deficits.15 The incidence of isolated ONP is not known, as no such cases of traumatic isolated ONP have been reported in retrospective epidemiologic studies on cranial NPs, and current knowledge is limited to separate case reports.15–17

In this report, we present a case of isolated, ipsilateral ONP resulting from a compressive tentorial SDH following blunt head trauma. This unusual presentation of ONP is followed by a review of existing literature concerning the locations of SDH and the pathophysiology of traumatic gaze palsies, along with a survey of related cases. Imaging technology has progressed rapidly in recent decades, and we conclude with recommendations for clinicians should they encounter patients with symptoms consistent with isolated gaze palsies in the contemporary acute care setting.
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**Case report**

A 54-year-old male presented to the emergency department complaining of right frontal headache and diplopia. The patient reported blunt head trauma due to assault, whereby his head had been struck against a concrete wall an hour prior to arrival. He had no loss of consciousness and no vomiting. The patient indicated that he was a nonsmoker, had no past medical conditions, and was not taking anticoagulants or antiplatelet agents. On initial assessment, he was fully awake and appropriate. Physical exam revealed a dilated right pupil, ptosis, and right-gaze palsy with intorsion and paralysis of adduction, elevation, and depression, symptoms consistent with partial CNII dysfunction. Noncontrast computed tomography (CT) of the head was subsequently ordered, and indicated a right tentorial SDH measuring 0.9 cm in thickness, with absence of mass effect on the cerebral hemisphere (Figures 1 and 2). The patient was expeditiously transferred from China to a tertiary care facility with a dedicated neurosurgical service in Singapore, where he underwent...
cranial pressure for evacuation of the SDH. Due to Singapore’s privacy laws, the patient was subsequently lost to follow-up.

Discussion

Third, fourth, and sixth nerve palsies are commonly used as clinical indicators of neurological injury, which can induce a variety of mechanical stresses or insults to nerve fibers along their paths. Injuries to cranial nerves can be direct or indirect, with possible causes of direct injury to the CNIII leading to palsy, including rootlet avulsion, distal fascicular damage, stretching of the nerve (including the parasellar segment), and a decrease in blood supply. Indirect causes of ONP include increased ICP or local compression and displacement of the nerve along its path as the result of aneurysms, traumatic hematomas, and other lesions. These lesions may result in ONP by causing uncal herniation, vascular damage, brain stem central lesions, stretching of CNIII over the clivus of the sphenoid bone, or compression on CNIII as it passes between the posterior cerebral artery and superior cerebellar artery.

When associated with traumatic injury, the presentation of ONP is concerning for ipsilateral uncal herniation from mass effect, where the entirety of the cerebral hemisphere is compressed inferiorly onto the edge of the tentorium cerebelli. The mental status of patients with transtentorial downward brain herniation is generally severely altered, and patients may present with coma and respiratory failure. The severity and specific combination of symptoms in each patient presenting with ONP reflect the underlying cause of injury, location of damage, and degree of disruption to the nerve. In the case presented here, ONP following blunt head trauma is unusual in that the ONP resulting from acute SDH is isolated, rather than accompanied by additional neurological deficits. A survey of the literature indicates that the last time such cases were described was in 1953, by Clark and Goody. Since then, knowledge of cranial lesions, standards of care, and the imaging techniques available to clinicians has progressed dramatically.

Similar to the case presented in this report, Clark and Goody described two patients in whom “the only definite abnormal sign at the onset was a third cranial NP on the side of the lesion.” Both of these patients also had a recent history of blunt head trauma, and each complained of severe headache. A large SDH was discovered only postmortem in the first patient, with right uncal herniation and notching of the left crus from pressing against the edge of the tentorium. By the time of death, the SDH had progressed to cause significant compression of the right cerebral hemisphere. The second patient treated by Clark and Goody was initially diagnosed with sudden dilation of an aneurysm of a basal vessel. Upon deterioration in status, angiography performed 2 weeks after initial hospital admission indicated subdural collection of blood at the tentorium in the region supplied by the sylvian vessels. In both cases, subdural bleeding had not been suspected, due to the isolated involvement of CNIII. While the prognosis of these patients cannot be definitively predicted in the context of technology and treatment options available today, these cases speak to the importance of considering and correctly diagnosing serious cerebral lesions from limited clinical data.

Neuroimaging plays an important role in identifying potentially life-threatening lesions, and in the decades since Clark and Goody first published their observations, radiological techniques have improved in both technology and availability to clinicians. Given the location of the SDH identified on head CT in this case report, we infer that the acute SDH specifically compressed the CNIII along the edge of the tentorium, leading to intact mental status and symptoms of ipsilateral, partial ONP. After synapsing at the ciliary ganglion, parasympathetic pupillomotor fibers run along the exterior of CNIII. These are joined by postganglionic sympathetic fibers from the superior cervical ganglion, which innervate the superior tarsal muscle. Compression or other mechanical disturbance to these autonomic fibers is implicated in causing papillary dilation and ptosis, with loss of pupillary muscle contraction and tonic contraction of the superior tarsal muscle, respectively. Further compression of the CNIII at the same site is likely to have disrupted somatic innervation to the medial rectus, superior rectus, inferior rectus, and inferior oblique. These effects caused the patient to experience partial right-gaze palsy with exotropia, with the eye in a “down and out” orientation, manifesting as strabismus and diplopia. In some cases of ONP, there may be “pupil sparing”, in which the pupils are not involved. The relative resistance of parasympathetic fibers to ischemia compared to sympathetic and somatic nerve fibers has been proposed as a mechanism for this phenomenon. Pupil-sparing effects were not observed in our patient. We noted that the patient was not known to have any risk factors of SDH or ischemia to cranial nerve fibers, which include smoking history, chronic alcoholism, previous traumatic brain injury, arachnoid cysts, coagulopathy, anticoagulant therapy, cardiovascular disease, thrombocytopenia, and diabetes mellitus. Further information regarding the patient’s prognosis following surgical evacuation of SDH.

Neuroimaging plays an important role in identifying potentially life-threatening lesions, and in the decades since Clark and Goody first published their observations, radiological techniques have improved in both technology and availability to clinicians. Given the location of the SDH identified on head CT in this case report, we infer that the acute SDH specifically compressed the CNIII along the edge of the tentorium, leading to intact mental status and symptoms of ipsilateral, partial ONP. After synapsing at the ciliary ganglion, parasympathetic pupillomotor fibers run along the exterior of CNIII. These are joined by postganglionic sympathetic fibers from the superior cervical ganglion, which innervate the superior tarsal muscle. Compression or other mechanical disturbance to these autonomic fibers is implicated in causing papillary dilation and ptosis, with loss of pupillary muscle contraction and tonic contraction of the superior tarsal muscle, respectively. Further compression of the CNIII at the same site is likely to have disrupted somatic innervation to the medial rectus, superior rectus, inferior rectus, and inferior oblique. These effects caused the patient to experience partial right-gaze palsy with exotropia, with the eye in a “down and out” orientation, manifesting as strabismus and diplopia. In some cases of ONP, there may be “pupil sparing”, in which the pupils are not involved. The relative resistance of parasympathetic fibers to ischemia compared to sympathetic and somatic nerve fibers has been proposed as a mechanism for this phenomenon. Pupil-sparing effects were not observed in our patient. We noted that the patient was not known to have any risk factors of SDH or ischemia to cranial nerve fibers, which include smoking history, chronic alcoholism, previous traumatic brain injury, arachnoid cysts, coagulopathy, anticoagulant therapy, cardiovascular disease, thrombocytopenia, and diabetes mellitus. Further information regarding the patient’s prognosis following surgical evacuation of SDH.
was not available, due to regional differences in privacy laws, and represents a limitation to this study.

Anatomical variation influences how neurological symptoms may manifest in patients with cerebral lesions or trauma. Five patients have previously been described with lateralized, isolated ONP without pupillary sparing caused by bilateral chronic SDH (CSDH).12–14 In one case where CSDH was found to be of similar size bilaterally, the authors proposed that variation in the path of CNIII along the tentorium and uncus and asymmetry of the perimesencephalic cistern could have caused only the right CNIII to be affected.32 Slight cerebral peduncle displacement may also result in isolated ONP specific to one side, due to Kernohan’s notch phenomena.34 In patients with bilateral CSDH where one subdural collection was seen to be larger on CT or during surgical intervention, ipsilateral isolated ONP has also been observed.34 Preexisting defects may also predispose certain individuals toward presenting with isolated ONP following even mild trauma, with one patient reported as having a calcified posterior petroclinoid ligament that impinged upon CNIII with impact to the head.35

In addition to acute and chronic SDH, other types of intracranial bleeds can also be implicated in isolated ONP. Epidural hematoma in the left temporal region has been identified in an adult patient exhibiting complete ONP but no other neurological symptoms after a fall, and a similar case has been reported in a young adolescent patient.36,37 ONP with deficits in both eyes accompanied by anosocoria has also been described, with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) indicating a focal midbrain hematoma involving the part of the CNIII fascicle that runs between the left cerebral peduncle and red nucleus.38 Edema around the hemorrhage was suggested as directly affecting the oculomotor nucleus or Perlia nucleus, manifesting as ONP symptoms.38

Standard neuroimaging cannot always provide structural correlation with clinical symptoms. Several cases of isolated ONP have been reported following mild closed head trauma, with no abnormalities seen on brain CT, brain MRI, MR angiography, or orbital CT.15,20,39,40 No clear mechanism of damage could be attributed to the observed deficits, because posttraumatic structural changes were not detected by noninvasive imaging. Localized neurosurgical intervention was not indicated, and these patients were reported as experiencing only partial recovery of CNIII function over the long term.15,20,39,40 Nonmechanical causes of nerve injury, such as proximal disturbances of blood supply or changes in the biochemical environment arising from head trauma, have been suggested in these cases.7

While relatively uncommon, cases of isolated ONP should be viewed by clinicians as suggestive of additional neurological injury and in need of further workup, especially if head trauma is reported or suspected. The differential diagnosis should include acute SDH and other types of intracranial hemorrhage, and we recommend that patients undergo CT/CT angiography/MRI to rule out or confirm these possibilities and to determine appropriate interventions.

Conclusion
Clinical perspectives and standards of care have changed dramatically since Clark and Goody noted that “in all but the elderly patient, an uncomplicated [SDH] is a benign lesion if recognized and treated promptly”,25 SDH and other intracranial bleeds can be life-threatening or cause significant, long-lasting functional deficits if left unrecognized, so it is vital that clinicians be aware that these conditions can manifest with diverse presentations. This unusual case of acute traumatic tentorial SDH causing isolated ONP suggests the need for increased clinician awareness of the different ways that cerebrovascular lesions may affect cranial nerves and manifest in patients. We recommend CT/CT angiography neuroimaging in all patients who present with isolated ONP in order to ensure accurate diagnosis and timely intervention.
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